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(54) Method and apparatus for session aware connectivity control

(57) A method for end-�to- �end session-�aware con-
nectivity control in heterogeneous networks being per-
formed by network agents located at the edges of do-
mains of heterogeneous networks, said method compris-
ing: �
assigning a unique global session identifier along the
end-�to-�end path to each multi-�user session; �
publishing by said sender of unicast or multicast sessions
information about the available sessions including the
global session identifier and information about the ses-
sion-�flows and the source address to a network agent to
which it is connected or to which it is moving to in order
to enable subscription to said sessions by a receiver; �
whereas further network agents are provided along the
session path, whereas said network agents comprise:�
an address allocation controller interface for enabling the
request of the allocation of a local channel identifier to
which a multi- �user session flow is associated inside or
between domains; �
said method further comprising: �
maintaining state about the multi- �user sessions whereas
said state includes per-�session and per-�flow state about
the current sessions in a domain or between domains to
which a network agent is associated; whereas; �
said network agents are distributed along said session
path, and said method comprises:�
receiving by an ingress network agent one or more ses-
sions from said source and publishing information about
said sessions from said source and forwarding it down-

stream along further network agents towards receivers; �
sending from a receiver via an application protocol a sub-
scribe message through an access agent towards said
source indicating that the receiver wishes to subscribe
the session and forwarding said message upstream to-
wards said source along the network agents located in
the session path;�
in each network agent where said request is received,
verifying by querying said state information if the request-
ed session is already received by said network agent,
and if not, forwarding said subscribe message further
upstream;�
if the session is found to be received by an network agent,
stop forwarding upstream said subscribe message and
verifying if the session is already active towards the re-
ceiver;�
if said verification is positive, forwarding said subscribe
message downstream towards a network agent of a do-
main to which said access agent belongs; �
if said verification is negative, performing the following
steps: �
a) requesting from the address allocation controller in-
terface the allocation of a channel identifier for the down-
stream session flow and updating the outgoing interface
table of said network agent with said channel identifier
and the address of the next network agent towards the
receiver;�
b) in the next network agent downstream towards the
receiver, updating the incoming interface table with in-
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formation about the session identifier and channel iden-
tifier, requesting the allocation of a channel identifier for
the downstream session flow and updating the outgoing
interface table said network agent with said channel iden-
tifier and the address of the next network agent towards
the receiver;�

verifying whether the access agent has been reached,

and if this is not the case, repeating said steps a) and b)
above until said access agent is reached,�
if said access agent is reached, requesting from the ad-
dress allocation controller interface the allocation of a
channel identifier for the downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing interface table of said network
agent with said channel identifier and joining said session
by said receiver through said access agent.
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Description

FIELD OF INVENTION

�[0001] This invention addresses the field of the control
of the connectivity of unicast and multicast sessions over
heterogeneous environments.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

�[0002] Next generation wireless networks are envi-
sioned to support diverse types of real- �time group com-
munication services over heterogeneous environments,
where hosts or networks can support different transport
technologies. Services destined to multiple users, such
as mobile IPTV, file distribution and push media, can be
composed by a set of flows and distributed for several
mobile users at the same time. Therefore, from the trans-
port point of view, multicast is the most suitable technol-
ogy to disseminate the content of sessions to multiple
users (multi-�user sessions), avoiding packet duplication
and saving network resources (see e.g. RFC 3170).
�[0003] However, due to the existence of domains with
local schemes to create distribution trees (e.g. multicast
tree with local scope), and mobile users and operators
with the same or different address realms (e.g. in the field
of IP multicast field, domains may support Any- �Source
Multicast (ASM, see e.g. RFC 3678), Small- �Group Mul-
ticast (SGM, see e.g. R. Boive, N. Feldman and C. Metz,
"Small Group Multicast: A New Solution for Multicasting
on the Internet", IEEE Internet Computing, vol. 4, issue:
3, May 2000, pp. 75-79) or Source-�Specific Multicast
(SSM, see RFC 4607)), it is needed a mechanism to con-
trol the end-�to- �end connectivity of distribution trees along
the session-�path, avoiding any discontinuity points dur-
ing the session communication. In addition, the next gen-
eration wireless networks will be dynamic and unpredict-
able (e.g. due to link failure, mobility of users and network
congestion), and distribution trees may become parti-
tioned or inefficient (e.g. the existence of more than one
ingress point for the same session in the same multi-
homed access domain). In this context, it is required the
creation of inter-�domain distribution trees with an efficient
shape, allowing the construction of long distribution trees.
�[0004] The distribution of multi-�user sessions to
groups of fixed or mobile users over heterogeneous en-
vironments has been solved for situations where central-
ised or distributed agents are responsible for creating
tunnels between multicast domains, which allows the dis-
semination of multicast session content over non-�multi-
cast networks. These solutions are focused on networks
and hosts with IP multicast capability, restricting their us-
age only to multicast-�aware users or mobile users con-
nected to networks with IP multicast support. At the same
time, previous approaches require the installation of pro-
prietary agents on the end- �users to encapsulate and/or
decapsulate multicast packets sent over unicast links,
decreasing thus the system flexibility. Furthermore, other

solutions do not support the connectivity of sessions be-
tween networks with the same and different address
realms. An example of these cases is the connectivity
between domains with the same multicast model that use
different schemes to create multicast trees. Moreover,
the construction of distribution trees with efficient shape
over heterogeneous environments is not supported by
the existing approaches.
�[0005] In order to solve the problem of the distribution
of multi-�user sessions to groups of fixed or mobile users
over heterogeneous environments, there is the need for
a session- �aware mechanism that controls the connectiv-
ity of multi-�user sessions between domains with the same
and different address realms, independently of the mo-
bile end-�user or network technology. Moreover, it should
preferably control the shape of inter-�domain distribution
trees as well as avoid the reconstruction of the entire
session path due to the movement of hosts or networks
or failure in the network. Furthermore, the connectivity
control mechanism should preferably avoid the installa-
tion of proprietary modules on the end-�users or changes
in standards. Additionally, the use of open interfaces is
preferable, allowing simultaneously an easy interaction
with different protocols and mechanisms and a straight-
forward deployment.
�[0006] Several approaches have addressed the con-
nectivity of sessions between domains with the same or
different address realms. However, existing solutions re-
quire the implementation of agents on the end-�hosts or
modification of IETF standards to map unicast packets
to multicast packets and vice- �versa, decreasing thus the
flexibility of the system and their deployment in the net-
works (see e.g. J. Park et al, "Multicast Delivery Based
on Unicast and Subnet Multicast", IEEE Communications
Letters. Vol. 5, N. 4, April 2001, pp 181-183, or EP
1680886). Furthermore, several solutions use a tunnel-
based approach to send multicast packets for multicast
users over unicast links, restricting their usage only to
multicast hosts placed in multicast-�aware networks (see
e.g. B. Zhang, S. Jamin and L. Zhang, "Host Multicast:
A Framework for Delivering Multicast to End Users", Pro-
ceedings of the Twenty-�First Annual Joint Conference of
the IEEE Computer and Communications Societies - IN-
FOCOM 2002. June 2002, pp. 1366-1375). The unidi-
rectional translation from multicast packets to unicast
packets is outlined in E. Pearce, D. Whetten and L.
Michalewicz, "System and Method for Enabling Multicast
Telecommunications", Application Patent Number
US7079495 B1, July 2006, while the opposite procedure
is described in L. Begeja, "System and Method for De-
livering Content in a Unicast/�Multicast Manner", Applica-
tion Patent Number US708142 B1, July 2005.. However,
unidirectional translation solutions are not suitable to op-
erate over heterogeneous environments.
�[0007] In addition, translation-�based approaches use
agents in specific places of the networks to allow the
delivery of multicast content over non-�multicast links, by
translating multicast packets inside unicast packets and
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vice-�versa (see e.g. D. Thaler et al, "Automatic IP Multi-
cast without Explicit Tunnels (ATM)", IETF Internet Draft,
October 2005). However, this scheme requires that both
end-�hosts and access networks have IP multicast capa-
bilities. Furthermore, other translation-�based solutions
do not provide the connectivity of sessions between net-
works with the same address realms (see e.g. US- �Patent
7031326 B1, April 2006). An example of this connectivity
scheme is the linkage of different multicast trees support-
ed by several domains, which are associated with the
same distribution tree along the end-�to-�end session path.
The translation of IPv6 multicast sessions between do-
mains with PIM Sparse Mode (PIM- �SM) model is pro-
posed in M. In et all, "An Efficient Mechanism for Multicast
Deployment in IPv6", The 8th International Conference
Advanced Communication Technology (ICACT 2006),
Vol. 03, February 2006, pp. 2008-2011. However, this
proposal does not support the connectivity of sessions
between domains with different address realms. The dis-
tribution of unicast or multicast session content to users
connected to wireless networks has been presented in
W. Park et al "An Implementation of the Broadband Home
Gateway Supporting Multi-�Channel IPTV Service", Pro-
ceeding of IEEE 10th International Symposium on Con-
sumer Electronics - ISCE 2006, June 2006, pp. 1-5, and
in S. Sakane et all, "A Translation method between
802.15.4 nodes and IPv6 nodes". Proceedings of the In-
ternational Symposium on Applications and the Internet
Workshop (SAINTW’06), January 2006, pp. 34-37. In the
first proposal there is only translation from Layer 3 mul-
ticast packets to Layer 2 multicast packets and, in the
second approach, there is the mapping of IPv6 packets
to IEEE 802.15.4 packets and vice-�versa. However, both
solutions do not support the packet translation between
unicast and multicast domains. Finally, � I. Romdhani, H.
Bettarhar and A. Bouabdallah, "Transparent Handover
for Mobile Multicast Sources", IEEE International Con-
ference on Networking, International Conference on Sys-
tems and International Conference on Mobile Commu-
nications and Learning Technologies, April 2006, pp.
145-152, proposes a tunnel- �based solution, which is fo-
cused on multicast- �aware environments, to avoid the re-
construction of the entire multicast tree due to the mobility
of multicast sources to multicast networks. Nevertheless,
this scheme requires changes in the PIM-�SM Rendez-
vous Point and on the mobile devices, and does not allow
the connectivity of sessions between heterogeneous en-
vironments.
�[0008] In this context, existing solutions do not satisfy
all requirements to control the connectivity of multi-�user
sessions between domains with the same and different
address realms. Furthermore, in previous proposals, the
shaping of distribution trees is restricted to multicast-
aware environments. Finally, changes on the end-�hosts
or standards as well as the use of tunnel-�based ap-
proaches decrease the flexibility of the proposed systems
and their feasible deployment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0009] According to one embodiment there is provided
a method for session-�aware connectivity control in het-
erogeneous networks, comprising:�

assigning a unique global session identifier along
the end-�to- �end path to each multi-�user session;
publishing by said sender of unicast or multicast ses-
sions information about the available sessions in-
cluding the global session identifier and information
about the session-�flows and the source address to
a network agent to which it is connected or to which
it is moving to in order to enable subscription to said
sessions by a receiver;
whereas further network agents are provided along
the session path, whereas said network agents com-
prise: �

an address allocation controller interface for en-
abling the request of the allocation of a local
channel identifier to which a multi-�user session
flow is associated inside or between domains;
said method further comprising:�

maintaining state about the multi- �user ses-
sions whereas said state includes per-�ses-
sion and per- �flow state about the current
sessions in a domain or between domains
to which a network agent is associated;
whereas
said network agents are distributed along
said session path, and said method com-
prises: �

receiving by an ingress network agent
one or more sessions from said source
and publishing information about said
sessions from said source and forward-
ing it downstream along further network
agents towards receivers;
sending from a receiver via an applica-
tion protocol a subscribe message
through an access agent towards said
source indicating that the receiver wish-
es to subscribe the session and for-
warding said message upstream to-
wards said source along the network
agents located in the session path;
in each network agent where said re-
quest is received, verifying by querying
said state information if the requested
session is already received by said net-
work agent, and if not, forwarding said
subscribe message further upstream;
if the session is found to be received by
an network agent, stop forwarding up-
stream said subscribe message and
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verifying if the session is already active
towards the receiver;
if said verification is positive, forwarding
said subscribe message downstream
towards a network agent of a domain
to which said access agent belongs;
if said verification is negative, perform-
ing the following steps: �

a) requesting from the address al-
location controller interface the al-
location of a channel identifier for
the downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing interface ta-
ble of said network agent with said
channel identifier and the address
of the next network agent towards
the receiver;
b) in the next network agent down-
stream towards the receiver, up-
dating the incoming interface table
with information about the session
identifier and channel identifier, re-
questing the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream ses-
sion flow and updating the outgo-
ing interface table said network
agent with said channel identifier
and the address of the next net-
work agent towards the receiver;

verifying whether the access agent has
been reached, and if this is not the case,
repeating said steps a) and b) above
until said access agent is received,
if said access agent is reached, re-
questing from the address allocation
controller interface the allocation of a
channel identifier for the downstream
session flow and updating the outgoing
interface table of said network agent
with said channel identifier and joining
said session by said receiver through
said access agent.

�[0010] The method provides end-�to-�end session
aware connectivity control over heterogeneous net-
works. Already existing distribution trees are made use
of as far as possible, thereby increasing efficiency.
�[0011] According to one embodiment said method
comprises:�

forwarding a subscribe message or a request mes-
sage to establish a session along the network
agents;
querying the state associated to the session and
flows in each agent where the message is received,
and

when a network agent detects from said querying
that the connectivity of the requested multi-�user ses-
sion flows is already activated towards the upstream
and/or downstream session path, trying to construct
or reconstruct the connectivity in the path between
itself and the next upstream and/or downstream
agent towards the destination rather than end- �to-
end, whereas
said subscribe message is a message sent by a re-
ceiver to newly join a session and the request mes-
sage is a message sent by a source which has
moved to a new access agent.

�[0012] This enables using existing sessions and links
for new subscription requests as well as in case of the
movement of the source.
�[0013] According to one embodiment said method fur-
ther comprises: �

if more than one network agent in an unicast aware
domain or inter-�domain link requires the same ses-
sion flow, said method comprises:�

translating the packets and replicating them to
these network agents.

�[0014] According to one embodiment said maintained
state information includes information about the domain
identifier of the receiver where the session flow was re-
quested and the address of the downstream agent as-
sociated with the session towards the domain of the re-
ceiver, and said method further comprising:�

if a request for a session flow is received by a network
agent, verifying based on a query of its state whether
the session flow is already present in the domain of
the requester;
if the connectivity exists already, forwarding the mes-
sage to the next downstream agent until it reaches
an ingress agent of the domain of the requester, and
if the subscribe request is from a new access agent
or receiver, requesting the allocation of a channel
identifier towards said new network agent or receiver
and
updating an outgoing interface table with information
about the new network agent or receiver.

�[0015] According to one embodiment said network
agent further comprises: �

a connectivity control module which supports mod-
ules for multicast to unicast, multicast to multicast
and unicast to unicast translation of packets; and
said method further comprising: �

appropriately translating and if necessary repli-
cating the packets by said modules in order to
enable connectivity between different multicast
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schemes, connectivity between multicast and
unicast, and connectivity between one unicast
source and multiple unicast receivers.

�[0016] According to one embodiment, if a further re-
ceiver sends a subscribe message for already active ses-
sions through the same access agent, said access agent
updates its outgoing interface table by including the port
and destination IP of said further receiver and duplicates
the incoming packets from said already active session
to forward them to said further receiver.
�[0017] According to one embodiment
the path of a session passes along multiple domains, and
said network agents are located at the edges of said do-
mains.
�[0018] According to one embodiment there is provided
an apparatus for session-�aware connectivity control in
heterogeneous networks, comprising:�

a module for assigning a unique global session iden-
tifier along the end-�to-�end path to each multi-�user
session;
a module for publishing by said sender of unicast or
multicast sessions information about the available
sessions including the global session identifier and
information about the session- �flows and the source
address to a network agent to which it is connected
or to which it is moving to in order to enable sub-
scription to said sessions by a receiver;
whereas further network agents are provided along
the session path, whereas said network agents com-
prise: �

an address allocation controller interface for en-
abling the request of the allocation of a local
channel identifier to which a multi-�user session
flow is associated inside or between domains;
said apparatus further comprising:�

a module for maintaining state about the
multi- �user sessions whereas said state in-
cludes per- �session and per- �flow state about
the current sessions in a domain or between
domains to which a network agent is asso-
ciated; whereas
said network agents are distributed along
said session path, and said apparatus com-
prises: �

a module for receiving by an ingress
network agent one or more sessions
from said source and publishing infor-
mation about said sessions from said
source and forwarding it downstream
along further network agents towards
receivers;
a module for sending from a receiver
via an application protocol a subscribe

message through an access agent to-
wards said source indicating that the re-
ceiver wishes to subscribe the session
and forwarding said message up-
stream towards said source along the
network agents located in the session
path;
a module for in each network agent
where said request is received, verify-
ing by querying said state information
if the requested session is already re-
ceived by said network agent, and if not,
forwarding said subscribe message
further upstream;
a module for if the session if found to
be received by an network agent, stop
forwarding upstream said subscribe
message and verifying if the session is
already active towards the receiver;
a module for if said verification is posi-
tive, forwarding said subscribe mes-
sage downstream towards a network
agent of a domain to which said access
agent belongs;
a module for if said verification is neg-
ative, performing the following steps: �

a) requesting from the address al-
location controller interface the al-
location of a channel identifier for
the downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing interface ta-
ble of said network agent with said
channel identifier and the address
of the next network agent towards
the receiver;
b) in the next network agent down-
stream towards the receiver, up-
dating the incoming interface table
with information about the session
identifier and channel identifier, re-
questing the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream ses-
sion flow and

updating the outgoing interface table
said network agent with said channel
identifier and the address of the next
network agent towards the receiver;
a module for verifying whether the ac-
cess agent has been reached, and if
this is not the case, repeating said steps
a) and b) above until said access agent
is received,
a module for if said access agent is
reached, requesting from the address
allocation controller interface the allo-
cation of a channel identifier for the

7 8 
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downstream session flow and updating
the outgoing interface table of said net-
work agent with said channel identifier
and joining said session by said receiv-
er through said access agent

�[0019] According to further embodiments there are
provided apparatuses comprising modules to operate
such as to carry out methods in accordance with embod-
iments of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0020]

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an embodiment ac-
cording to the invention.
Fig. 2A and 2B schematically illustrate a further em-
bodiment according to the invention.
Fig. 3 schematically illustrates a further embodiment
according to the invention.
Fig. 4 schematically illustrates a further embodiment
according to the invention.
Fig. 5 shows a flowchart which schematically illus-
trates a further embodiment according to the inven-
tion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

�[0021] In the following there will be described embod-
iments of the invention. Before starting with the descrip-
tion of the embodiments, at first some terms used in the
following description are explained.
�[0022] Domain: either a single network or a group of
networks that is controlled by a common network admin-
istrator on behalf of a single administrative entity.
�[0023] Downstream: in the same direction as the data
flow.
�[0024] Upstream: in the opposite direction of the data
flow.
�[0025] Session: a session defines the communication
between a user (or user agent) and a peer. A session
can be composed by one flow or a set of flows.
�[0026] Multi-�user session: session composed by a set
of co-�related flows that can be received by several users
at the same time.
�[0027] Distribution trees: a set of unicast flows or a
multicast tree to which the flow of a session was associ-
ated in the domain or between domains.
�[0028] Domain identifier: it is assumed that a domain
identifier is a unique identifier used to identify a set of
agents that belongs to the same domain, defined by man-
ual configuration or using some self- �organized scheme.
�[0029] Session identifier: the session identifier is a glo-
bal and unique value used to identifier a session along
the end-�to- �end path.
�[0030] Channel identifier: a set of values used to iden-
tify each session-�flow in a domain or between domains.

For example in unicast domains, a channel identifier can
be composed by a pair of source and destination IP ad-
dresses, a pair of source and destination ports and the
number of the transport protocol.
�[0031] The embodiments of the invention relate to a
mechanism for Session- �aware Connectivity Control
which will in the following be referred to as SEACON,
and which performs session level multi-�user session con-
nectivity of distribution trees associated to flows of multi-
user sessions over heterogeneous environments, where
the devices of the end- �users and/or networks support the
same and/or different transport technologies, without
changes on the end-�hosts or standards. Therefore, it al-
lows users to receive multi-�user session content inde-
pendently of the devices or networks transport technol-
ogies. For example, the SEACON mechanism provides
the linkage of multi-�user sessions from unicast to multi-
cast domains and vice- �versa, as well as the connectivity
of multi-�user sessions between multicast and unicast do-
mains. Furthermore. the SEACON mechanism provides
the translation between multicast domains that have the
same or different address realms. In both cases SEA-
CON allows the linkage of multicast trees build in different
domains. This means that the end-�to-�end multicast is
done by the concatenation of different multicast trees.
�[0032] Moreover, the SEACON mechanism in one em-
bodiment also controls the inter-�domain shaping of dis-
tribution trees, which aims to build distribution trees with
the branch point as close as possible to the users. The
proposed mechanism also avoids the reconstruction of
the entire session path due to the mobility of the receiv-
ers, senders or networks as well as network failure. In
this context, the SEACON mechanism in one embodi-
ment allows the distribution of multi-�user sessions to sev-
eral mobile users simultaneously, where each multi- �user
session can be composed by a set of flows, called ses-
sion-�flows.
�[0033] The SEACON mechanism according to one
embodiment is based on the has the following: �

• The sender of unicast or multicast sessions defines
the multi- �user session description (called session
object), which may have information about the ses-
sion-�flows, source address and a global session
identifier as well as sufficient information to allow the
subscription (e.g. by using the Session Description
Protocol (SDP, RFC 2327));

• Each multi-�user session has a unique global identi-
fier along the end-�to-�end path;

• The existence of a IP multicast protocol to control
multicast trees associated to flows of sessions in
multicast-�aware domains;

• The sender of unicast or multicast sessions provides
information about the available sessions (including
the session identifier) to a network agent to which it

9 10 
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is connected or it is moving to. In case of mobility,
this information can be exchanged between agents
by using a session context transfer scheme [RFC
4067];

• The receiver gets the available multi- �user sessions
by any off-�line or on-�line means. For instance, via
HTTP or receiving an advertisement via Session An-
nouncement Protocol (SAP, RFC 2974);

• The receiver sends the session object, including its
location/�address to an agent in the network to which
it is connected at the session setup time or to a new
agent due to its mobility. In case of mobility, the ses-
sion object can also be transferred between network
agents by using a session context transfer scheme;

�[0034] The SEACON functionalities are supported by
an element or module hereinafter referred to as SEACON
agent. SEACON agents are network agents which con-
trol the connectivity of multi-�user sessions and the shap-
ing of distribution trees between domains with the same
or different address realms. A SECON agent can also be
configured to control the connectivity and the shaping of
sessions for a set of network agents inside or between
domains. Figure 1 shows an example of the location of
SEACON agents in a generic scenario and the basic
functionalities supported by this mechanism. In the do-
main D1, the SEACON agents are placed at the edges,
where the ingress agent H maps the incoming unicast
session-�flows (previously translated from multicast trees
to unicast flows) into multicast trees and the SEACON
agent G translates the layer 3 multicast packets to layer
2 multicast packets. The multicast packets associated
with the multicast Source 2 are translated into unicast
packets by agent E (between D2 and D3). Moreover, the
incoming unicast packets in the ingress agent J are for-
warded in a multicasting way (contributing to the shape
of the distribution trees) to the access agent K that trans-
lates and replicates the IP unicast flows to a list of inter-
ested mobile receivers, for instance IEEE 802.15.4 de-
vices located in a Personal Area Network (PAN).
�[0035] Finally, the unicast packets associated with
session-�flows and sent by the Source 3 are translated,
by agent C, into multicast trees with local scope inside
D2. Since the inter- �domain link between D2 and D4 has
its own scheme to create edge-�to-�edge multicast trees
(multicast trees with inter-�domain scope), the multicast
flows are mapped into inter-�domain multicast trees. The
same procedure occurs inside D4, where the ingress L
translates all packets associated with the inter-�domain
multicast trees to new multicast trees created for the ses-
sion-�flows inside the domain. If a unicast-�aware receiver
moves to the access agent M and wants to join the ses-
sion-�flows of Source 3, a unicast connection is created
from SEACON agent M and the new receiver.
�[0036] The SEACON multi- �user session connectivity
and the inter-�domain shaping of distribution trees over

heterogeneous environments in one embodiment are
achieved through the use of open interfaces. The inter-
faces allow the interaction with external protocols or
mechanisms, an easy deployment and the SEACON ap-
plicability to heterogeneous environments. The main
components of the SEACON scheme according to one
embodiment are the following:�

• SEACON Interfaces:�

o Session/ �application interface: An external ses-
sion/ �application protocol or mechanism uses
this interface to request the shaping and the con-
nectivity control of multi-�user sessions, by re-
questing the creation, replication, deletion, mod-
ification or refreshment of the multi-�user session
connectivity and shaping of distribution trees
over heterogeneous environments. For exam-
ple, in periods of network congestion, a QoS ad-
aptation mechanism can use this interface to re-
quest the release of low priority session-�flows
associated to several distribution trees. In addi-
tion, a protocol or mechanism can request the
connectivity of session- �flows between domains
with the same or different address realms as well
as the replication of the incoming packets to a
list of interested mobile users. When SEACON
finishes its job, it uses the same interface to send
a response to the requester. Based on the re-
sponse, the session/�application protocol or
mechanism can trigger a network protocol or
mechanism to control the resources and the
management of distribution trees associated to
session-�flows inside and between domains (e.g.
the session/ �application mechanism triggers the
Protocol Independent Multicast for SSM (PIM-
SSM, RFC 2579) to control the multicast trees
associated to each session-�flow inside or be-
tween multicast domains). In addition, the ses-
sion/ �application mechanism or protocol can use
the SEACON response to inform multicast-
aware hosts about the multicast channels that
must be joined for each session-�flow (e.g. by
using a standard protocol, such as the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP, RFC 3261));

o Address Allocation Controller interface: This
interface is used to request the allocation of a
channel identifier to each a multi-�user session-
flow is associated inside or between domains to
an external address allocation controller proto-
col or mechanism. For instance, a multicast
SSM

channel composed by one source and one mul-
ticast group or a pair of IP unicast addresses
and transport ports (if the domain or host is uni-
cast- �aware) can be allocated to identify each
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session-�flow inside or between domains. Based
on this information, SEACON is able to translate
session-�flows between domains with the same
or different address realms. Furthermore, when
there are no more interested users in a session-
flow (e.g. due to the mobility of the users), SEA-
CON interacts with the external address alloca-
tion controller protocol or mechanism to release
the channel identifier associated with each flow;

o Firewall controller interface: This interface al-
lows the communication between hosts across
networks, even in the presence of firewall agents
along the session path. SEACON uses this in-
terface to inform the firewall mechanism about
the incoming multi-�user session- �flows, allowing
the configuration of the local policy rules and
consequently the access to multi-�user session
content to users behind firewalls schemes.
When there are no more interested users in a
session-�flow, SEACON interacts with the fire-
wall to inform about the released session- �flows.

• Connectivity Control mechanism: This translation-
based mechanism can be configured to control the
connectivity of multi- �user sessions inside and/or be-
tween domains with the same and/or different ad-
dress realms. For instance, the translation of packets
between domains with different multicast models or
the translation and replication of multicast packets
to a list of unicast mobile users. With this goal, this
mechanism supports several modules as follows:�

o Multicast <-�> Unicast module: This module
translates multicast packets to unicast and vice-
versa, allowing the distribution of multi-�user ses-
sion content between domains with different ad-
dress realms. If a unicast- �aware user is connect-
ed to a multicast-�aware domain (e.g. due to a
handover), a unicast connection from a SEA-
CON agent is created to allow the delivery of
session-�flows independently of the user or net-
work address realms.

o Multicast <- �> Multicast module: This module
translates multicast packets to multicast packets
of the same or different multicast model, allow-
ing operators to control multicast trees based on
their local multicast connectivity scheme, inde-
pendently of the multicast scheme used by their
neighbours. For example, the connectivity of two
SSM multicast trees, between SSM domains,
associated to the same session-�flow.

o Unicast <- �> Unicast module: This module
translates and replicates (if necessary) unicast
packets to unicast packets, allowing operators
to create unicast distribution trees with local

scope and the transmission of unicast flows to
a list of interested unicast-�aware users in a mul-
ticasting way even when a user is connected to
wireless networks.

• Shape Control mechanism: This mechanism con-
trols the creation of distribution trees with efficient
shape and avoids the reconstruction of the entire
session path caused by the mobility of senders, re-
ceivers (e.g. unicast-�aware receivers) or access net-
works as well as due to failure in the network. For
instance, it avoids the existence of more than one
ingress point for the same multi-�user session-�flow in
the same multi-�homed access domain.

�[0037] The requests to create, delete, modify or refresh
state associated with multi-�user sessions can be done
on-�demand by an external protocol/�mechanism (by using
the SEACON session/�application interface) or by another
SEACON agent. This procedure allows SEACON to con-
trol the connectivity of multi- �user sessions over hetero-
geneous environments, independently of the end-�hosts
and/or network address realms. In addition to the con-
nectivity control operations, the state about the current
session-�flows aims to control the shape of inter- �domain
distribution trees. With this goal, a SEACON agent or an
external session/�application protocol or mechanism
maintains per- �session and per- �flow state about the cur-
rent multi-�user sessions (including the global session
identifier and the channel identifier associated to each
flow in the incoming and outgoing interface tables of an
agent).
�[0038] The session identifier is not modified along the
end-�to- �end path while the channel identifiers associated
to session- �flows (e.g. source and/or destination IP ad-
dresses, source and destination ports) may change in
each domain. If the incoming session- �flows have several
interested agents or users in the outgoing interface table,
the packets can be translated and replicated for each of
them according to the local channel identifier and trans-
port technology. As an example, we consider a unicast-
aware domain, where an ingress-�agent has two egress-
agents associated to the same session- �flows in its out-
going interface table. In this scenario, the ingress-�agent
uses the state associated to the session-�flows to trans-
late (e.g. replacing the source and destination addresses
in the IP packet) and replicate the incoming packets (uni-
cast or multicast packets) associated to those session-
flows into two different IP unicast packets addressed to
distinct egress-�agents.
�[0039] The interoperation between SEACON agents
is done through signalling messages (by means of SEA-
CON messages or by the use of signalling messages
supported by an external protocol or mechanism). SEA-
CON agents use the information carried by the signalling
messages to request channel identifiers for each ses-
sion-�flow (used to distribute sessions within the domain
or between domains - using the address allocation con-
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troller interface), to update the state related with session-
flow and consequently to control the multi-�user session
connectivity and the shaping of distribution trees. For in-
stance, during the session setup, the information about
the session identifier and channel identifiers (carried in
the message and stored in the agent, for instance the
SSM channel associated to each session- �flow inside the
multicast-�aware domain) are used by a SEACON agent
to translate all incoming multicast packets of each ses-
sion-�flow to a list of interested users connected to a uni-
cast-�aware domain or another multicast-�aware domain.
�[0040] Moreover, SEACON in one embodiment con-
trols the shape of distribution trees, avoids signalling and
the reconstruction of the end- �to- �end session path caused
by mobility of users (e.g. the mobility of a unicast or mul-
ticast user to a new access agent in multi-�homing access
network allows the existence of more than one ingress
point for the same session- �flows inside the domain and
consequently the construction of an inefficient distribu-
tion tree) or failure in the network. An example is the
situation when a multicast source of a multi- �user session
moves to a new access- �agent inside the domain. At this
time, signalling messages are used to inform the down-
stream egress-�agent about the movement of the source.
Therefore, when the egress-�agent receives the message
and verifies that the connectivity of the requested ses-
sion-�flows are already activated in the path towards the
access- �agent, the message is stopped and the state in
the incoming interface table is updated with information
about the new channel identifier in the upstream path,
avoiding discontinuity points, signalling overhead and the
reconstruction of the global session path.
�[0041] Therefore, when a SEACON agent detects that
the connectivity of the requested multi-�user session-
flows is already activated towards the upstream and/or
downstream session path (querying the state associated
to the session and flows), it tries to construct/re- �construct
the connectivity on the path between itself and the next
upstream and/or downstream agent towards the desti-
nation, rather than end-�to- �end, independently of the un-
derlying transport technology. For instance, when a uni-
cast-�aware mobile user moves to a new access-�agent
inside the same domain, the session connectivity is re-
constructed only from the ingress-�agent of the mobile
user’s access domain towards the new access-�agent and
not end-�to-�end. Moreover, if there is another receiver re-
ceiving the same session-�flow in the new access-�agent,
the incoming packet will be replicated to the new mobile
user and no signalling is exchanged to construct the ses-
sion connectivity on the new path.
�[0042] In various embodiments the SEACON mecha-
nism comes along with a manifold of advantages, name-
ly, it

- Controls the connectivity of multi-�user sessions over
unicast and multicast networks;

- Allows unicast or multicast sources to send their ses-
sion content to groups of mobile users, independ-

ently of the connectivity technology used in each ac-
cess network;

- Allows unicast or multicast receivers to receive the
required session- �flows independently of connectivity
technology used in each access network;

- Allows moving terminals to make use the connectiv-
ity schemes, made available by the different access
network, which is more appropriated to their capac-
ities;

- Allows multi-�user services to be offered by clients
with mobile facilities without global connectivity
changes;

- Uses open interfaces allowing an easy interaction
with different protocols/ �mechanisms;

- Aims to control the shaping of inter-�domain distribu-
tion trees associated to flows of sessions;

- Allows network operators to quickly deploy new mul-
ti-�user services based on they own connectivity
scheme, independently of the scheme used by their
neighbours;

- Does not need the installation of proprietary modules
on end-�host.

�[0043] This will become apparent from the description
of further embodiments to follow below.
�[0044] According to one embodiment the SEACON
mechanism controls the connectivity of multi-�user ses-
sions to mobile users across heterogeneous environ-
ments, independently of the networks and/or hosts net-
work transport technology. For instance, SEACON can
be configured to control the connectivity from unicast do-
mains to multicast domains and vice-�versa as well as it
can provide the linkage between multicast domains with
the same or different address realms. It also allows users
placed on wireless networks to receive multi-�user ses-
sion content based on the connectivity scheme that is
more appropriated to their capacities
�[0045] In addition, SEACON aims to control the shape
of inter-�domain distribution trees associated to session-
flows and to avoid the reconstruction of the end-�to- �end
session path due to the mobility of the hosts or network
failure. This is possible because SEACON controls the
multi-�user session connectivity and shape between do-
mains along the end-�to- �end session path. The use of
global session identifier (generated by the source to iden-
tify a multi-�user session) and a local channel identifier
(allocated by the Address Allocation Controller mecha-
nism to identify each session-�flow inside and between
domains) allows the control of transport connections do-
main by domain, independent from hosts location or IP
addresses. Therefore, when a host moves, signalling
messages are used to exchange control information be-
tween the new SEACON agent to which the host is or
will be connected and the first SEACON agent to which
the required session-�flows are activated towards the
source (e.g. due to the mobility of the receivers) or in the
way towards the access-�agents/�receivers (e.g. due to
the mobility of the source or network failure).
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�[0046] When an agent verifies that the connectivity of
the requested session- �flows is established, the signalling
message is stopped and the state is updated with infor-
mation about the new channel identifier associated to the
session-�flows (e.g. allowing the mapping of packets be-
tween different transport technologies). Moreover, up-
stream and/or downstream agents can be signalled to
perform the connectivity control process related to the
multi- �user session-�flows. The operations described aim
to avoid the reconstruction of the entire session path,
decreasing the signalling overhead and the session con-
vergence time needed to create the session connectivity
on a new path. In addition, the state related to the session-
flows on the old path or when a session-�flows ends can
be deleted by explicitly release procedures (by using sig-
nalling messages) or by soft- �state operations.
�[0047] The information about which multi- �user ses-
sion-�flows connections must be created, replicated, re-
leased, refreshed or modified can by supported by an
external protocol or mechanism as well as it can be ex-
changed between SEACON agents by means of SEA-
CON messages. Therefore, in order to control the con-
nectivity between domains with the same or different ad-
dress realms, a SEACON agent needs to receive infor-
mation about the channel identifier associated with each
session-�flow in the upstream path (in a domain or be-
tween domains, for instance, global session identifier,
channel identifier that can be defined by source and des-
tination IP addresses, transport protocol number and
transport source and destination port numbers). Based
on this connectivity control information, the SEACON
agent updates its incoming interface table and requests
the allocation of a channel identifier to which each ses-
sion-�flow will be associated in the downstream domain
or between domains. The information about the channel
identifiers allocated for each session- �flow is stored in the
outgoing interface table. An example of the ingoing and
outgoing interface tables according to one embodiment
is illustrated in Fig. 2B and will be explained in more detail
later. Thus, all incoming packets addressed to session-
flows will be translated, may be replicated (depending on
the network technology) and forwarded to a list of agents
or users. If a SEACON agent is placed at an access-
agent and the interested mobile receivers are connected
to a wireless network, the data packets are mapped and
forwarded to target ports based on the Layer 2 Medium
Access Control (MAC) address (based on a query to the
outgoing interface table). In unicast- �aware domains, the
packets are mapped and duplicated to a list of users
based on IP addresses, ports and number of the transport
protocol.
�[0048] The SEACON agents can be stateful or state-
less, where in the latter it is assumed that an external
session or application protocol or mechanism maintains
per-�session and per- �flow state about the current sessions
in a domain or between domains to which a SEACON
agent is associated. As said before, the state needed to
perform the multi-�user session connectivity includes in-

formation about the session identifier and channel iden-
tifier associated with each session-�flow in the upstream
and downstream domains (e.g. SSM channel in a multi-
cast-�aware domain). However, if more than one agent in
a unicast-�aware domain or inter-�domain requires the
same session-�flow, the packets are translated and rep-
licated to them. Moreover, in an access-�agent of a unicast
domain, the list of interested users contains the IP unicast
addresses, the number of the transport protocol and ports
of unicast users or the ports and MAC address of users
connected to wireless networks. The SEACON state also
allows unicast users, connected to multicast domains, to
receive multi-�user session content.
�[0049] In order to achieve the shaping of inter- �domain
distribution trees associated to session-�flows in multi-
homed environments, the state stored by SEACON
agents is enhanced with information about the domain
identifier of the receiver where the session-�flows were
requested (it is assumed that a domain identifier is a
unique identifier used to identify a set of agents that be-
longs to the same domain, defined by manual configu-
ration or using some self-�organized scheme) and the uni-
cast IP address of the downstream agent associated with
the session towards the domain of the receiver. There-
fore, when a SEACON agent is triggered, the Shape Con-
trol mechanism is activated to verify if the requested ses-
sion-�flow is already present in the domain of the request-
er/�receiver (based on a query to its state). If the session-
flow is already ongoing in the domain of the receiver, the
message is only forwarded to the next downstream agent
towards that domain and there is no state manipulation.
When the ingress-�agent of the receiver’s domain re-
ceives this message, the Shape Control verifies if the
connectivity of the requested session-�flows already ex-
ists towards the access-�agent connected to the receiver
or end- �hosts. If the connectivity exists, the message is
forwarded to the next downstream agent. However, if the
request is from a new access-�agent or receiver, the con-
nectivity control mechanism is triggered and requests the
allocation of a channel identifier to each session-�flow to-
wards a new access- �agent or receiver. After that, the
state on the outgoing interface table is updated with in-
formation about the new agent or receiver and conse-
quently the session-�flow connectivity is created. The
message is stopped at the ingress-�agent if the connec-
tivity of the requested session flow is already established.
With this approach, SEACON avoids the existence of
more than one ingress point for the same session-�flow
in the same multi-�homed access domain, saving network
resources.
�[0050] Figure 2A illustrates an example of the SEA-
CON mechanism to control the connectivity and the
shaping of multi-�user sessions (composed by three
flows) over heterogeneous environments. In order to sim-
plify the explanation, this example has the following as-
sumptions:�

• The existence of an application protocol that signals
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SEACON along the upstream and downstream
paths. This protocol is responsible for requesting the
connectivity control process and to fill the session
object, including the domain identifier to which the
receiver is connected to. The protocol may be a ded-
icated protocol run by the network agents acting as
SEACON agents, or it may be embedded into or be
implemented by use of a standard protocol such as
e.g. a new service layer protocol running on top of
the GIST protocol developed by the NSIS working
group of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
Such protocol may operate as follows: A Request
message is sent by the access- �agent of the receivers
towards the source of the session. This message
takes an IP alert function, allowing other intermediary
agents to inspect it. This message is stopped by the
first agent that has the session identified in the mes-
sage (in the worst case the message is stopped by
the agent near the source). The agent that stops the
message, after activating the SEACON process,
sends a Response message to the next agent in the
direction of the requester access- �agent. In each
agent, SEACON is activated to perform its tasks. Be-
low an example of the protocol behaviour is included
in the description of Fig. 2A.

• The existence of Address Allocation Controller
mechanism responsible to control the allocation of
a SSM channel for each session- �flow in a multicast-
aware domain. In unicast-�aware domains or be-
tween domains, this mechanism controls the alloca-
tion of a pair of source and destination addresses, a
pair of source and destination ports and informs the
next downstream agent about each session- �flow.
This may be implemented by the SEACON agent.

• In multicast-�aware domains, an external protocol or
mechanism is triggered by the application protocol
to control the multicast trees associated to each ses-
sion-�flow;

• The sender announces the available session-�flows
to the users (containing the session object, which
includes the session identifier and the number of
each flow as well as sufficient information to allow
the subscription, such as source address and ports);

�[0051] Turning now to Fig. 2A, the SEACON mecha-
nism according to one embodiment will be described. It
can be seen that the SECON agents are located at the
edges of the domains D1, D2, and D3, i.e. for a given
session a SEACON agent acts either as an ingress agent
or as an egress agent with respect to a certain domain.
The SEACON agent in the ingress-�agent G receives in-
formation about the published multicast session-�flows of
S1 and the agent H receives information about the an-
nounced unicast session- �flows of S2, allowing each SEA-
CON agent to update its incoming interface table with

information about the session identifier and channel iden-
tifier of the announced session-�flows. For that purpose
this information may be distributed downstream (by e.g.
a "publish" message) along the further SEACON agents
towards possible receivers, whereas the SEACON
agents may then store the corresponding information for
example in their ingoing interface table which then con-
tains information about which sessions are available for
subscription. It should be noted that there should be dis-
tinguished in the ingoing interface table about sessions
which are available for subscription but which are not yet
received by the SEACON agent, and such sessions
which are already received by the agent, e.g. by a suitable
flag indication the status of the session like "being re-
ceived" or "available for subscription". Through the "pub-
lish" message the information is then forwarded down-
stream towards possible receivers.
�[0052] Upon receiving the multi-�user session an-
nouncement, the application of receiver R1 uses a sig-
nalling message (such as e.g. 2 "subscribe" message or
a "request" message) to subscribe all flows of the session
S1. This message is sent towards the session source
with the IP Router Alert Option [RFC 2113] enabled.
When this option is enabled, it allows all SEACON agents
to examine more closely the session object carried by
the message, stopping its progression if they have infor-
mation about the session- �flows, which happens in in-
gress SEACON agent G because the session was pre-
viously published. Actually in the present embodiment
session S1 may already be received by the agent G so
that the connectivity between the source of S1 and agent
G already exists. This means that there is no need to
further establish this connectivity, e.g. by requesting the
session S1 to be received. In another example, if the
session is not yet received already by G this will be indi-
cated in G’s ingoing interface table and a corresponding
request to receive the session S1 will be forwarded to
the source so that the connectivity will be established.
�[0053] In the ingress agent G, SEACON Shape Control
verifies that the requested session is not (yet) activated
in D1 and triggers the Connectivity Control to allow the
session-�flow connectivity. Then, the Connectivity Control
interacts with the local Address Allocation Controller
mechanism requesting the allocation of a channel iden-
tifier to which the session- �flows will be associated in this
multicast domain and the IP address of the egress agent
(which is in this case the next downstream agent E).
Based on the response, SEACON updates its outgoing
interface table with information about each SSM channel,
with local scope, allocated for each session-�flow (the con-
trol of the intra-�domain multicast trees associated to each
session-�flow is performed by a multicast protocol, such
as PIM-�SSM) and the address of the next downstream
agent towards D1 (here agent E). After that, SEACON
interacts with the requester (application protocol) inform-
ing it about the local channel identifier of each session-
flow for this domain. Furthermore, in order to control the
shape of inter-�domain distributions trees, the SEACON
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agent includes the domain identifier to which the receiver
is connected in the state associated to each session- �flow.
With this approach, the creation of different distribution
trees associated with the same session-�flow and ad-
dressed to the same multi- �homed domain is avoided. For
instance, this situation occurs when a second request
requiring the connectivity control of the same session-
flow arrives to an agent to which the session connectivity
is already established towards the same domain (e.g.
due to the existence of several ingress agents in a multi-
homed domain). At last, when SEACON finishes the pro-
cedures described above, the application protocol is trig-
gered to request the connectivity in the downstream path.
The application includes the connectivity control informa-
tion associated to the session-�flow in the signalling mes-
sage and sends it to the next downstream SEACON
agent (in this case E).
�[0054] Upon receiving the message, agent E updates
its incoming interface table with information about the
session identifier and channel identifier associated to
each session- �flow in domain D2, and executes the same
procedures as described before. However, as unicast is
the network transport technology between D2 and D1,
the information related to each session-�flow in the out-
going interface table is updated with information about
the source (its local IP unicast address) and destination
IP addresses (IP unicast address of the next downstream
agent), source and destination ports (a pair of source and
destination ports is allocated for each flow) and the
number of the transport protocol as well as with informa-
tion about the downstream agent towards D1. Based on
this information (provided by the Address Allocation Con-
troller mechanism), SEACON translates all packets com-
ing from the intra- �domain SSM channel to the corre-
spondent unicast ones, with local scope, used for the
session-�flows between D2 and D1.
An example for the ingoing and outgoing interface tables
is illustrated in Fig. 2B. This example shows how these
interfaces may look like in case of a SEACON agent
translating a multicast session into unicast sessions.
Here there is illustrated as an example the case where
an agent E receives a multicast session from agent A,
translates it into unicast sessions and forwards it down-
stream to agent I. For a given multi-�user session-�ID the
incoming interface table stores the session ID (not shown
here) and the source address (here agent A). Moreover,
there is stored a channel identifier for each flow (here
Flow 1 to Flow N). Finally the destination address is
stored. Each incoming multicast session flow is translat-
ed into a corresponding outgoing unicast flow and the
state information is stored in the outgoing interface table
as shown in Fig.. 2B For each flow there is stored the
source address (here agent E), the destination address
(agent I) and a pair of source and destination ports as
well as an indication of the transport protocol. In this man-
ner each flow can be identified with respect to its state.
The information may further contain an indication of the
domain to which the receiver is connected (not shown in

Fig. 2B). Moreover, according to one embodiment there
is stored an indication about any domain through which
the session passes from the source towards the receiver,
possibly with ingress and egress agents for each domain.
This makes it possible to make use of ongoing sessions
also in such cases where the requesting receiver can be
reached only via multiple domains. The subscribe mes-
sage may e.g. include a list of the network agents along
which it has travelled upstream, and by comparing this
list with the information about the domains through which
an ongoing session passes, it may be possible to find
the downstream path which requires the least number of
links to be newly established.
�[0055] The above procedures will be performed by all
SEACON agents along the downstream data path until
it reaches an network agent acting as an access agent,
here SEACON agent A. The outgoing interface table of
the agent A is then updated with information about the
source and destination ports to which the application on
the host wants to receive the packets (carried in the ses-
sion object) as well as the unicast IP address of R1.
Therefore, in agent A, all incoming packets associated
to the subscribed session-�flows, where the source ad-
dress is the agent C and the destination address is the
agent A, and with specific source and destination ports
and protocol number will be forwarded to the unicast IP
address of R1.
�[0056] After the subscription of R1, the application on
the receiver R2 may generate a signalling message to
join the same session-�flow. Since the connectivity control
procedures of the requested session-�flow was already
activated in the access-�agent A, when the SEACON
agent is triggered, it only adjusts the list of receivers for
the session- �flows, including the unicast IP address of R2
and immediately replies a response to the requester.
Therefore, SEACON maps all packets to a list of inter-
ested users, and performs the required packet duplica-
tion only at the access-�agent of the domain, saving net-
work resources and decreasing the signalling overhead
and session setup time.
�[0057] An example of the shaping of inter-�domain dis-
tribution trees is presented when the application on the
receiver R3 generates a signalling message to join the
same session-�flow. Since D1 is a multi- �homed domain,
in this example as shown in Fig. 2A the signalling mes-
sage sent to the source requiring the session connectivity
exits from domain D1 through the agent D rather than C
(the connectivity of the session-�flow is already estab-
lished in agent C).
�[0058] It is now assumed that the request is forwarded
upstream through SEACON agent without passing
through an agent where the requested session is already
active until it reaches agent G shown in Fig. 2A. When
the SEACON Shape Control mechanism in the agent in-
gress G is triggered, it verifies that the required session-
flows are already activated towards the domain to which
the receiver is connected (based on a query to its state,
which contains information about the list of domains,
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identified by the domain identifier, associated to the re-
quired session- �flows). At this time, SEACON does not
execute local procedures to control the connectivity (be-
cause the connectivity exists already) and the message
(the request or subscribe message) is forwarded to the
next downstream agent towards the domain D1. The
same process will be performed by SEACON agent E
because in this agent also the session is already active
in the downstream direction towards the domain of the
receiver R2.
�[0059] This can be verified because the state informa-
tion stored in the agents includes the indication of the
domain of the receiver. However, upon receiving the
message, the agent C verifies that the session-�flow con-
nectivity is not activated towards the access agent B to
which the receiver R3 is connected. After that, the shap-
ing and connectivity control operations are performed
(the packets will be translated and replicated to the new
access- �agent) and the SEACON agent C is signalled to
control the session connectivity to the receiver R3, in-
cluding the state updating (the updating of the outgoing
interface table).
�[0060] An example of the connectivity of multi- �user
sessions across multicast-�aware environments, where
each domain uses its local scheme to create multicast
trees with local scope, is presented when the application
on the receiver R4 sends a signalling message to join all
flows of the session S2. When this message reaches the
ingress agent H, the SEACON Connectivity Control is
triggered, since the session is not activated towards D3.
At this time, the Address Allocation Controller is triggered
to allocate a multicast channel for each session- �flows
and to get acquainted of the unicast IP address of the
egress agent (here agent F). Based on this information,
SEACON H updates the state associated with S2 in the
outgoing interface table, allowing the translation of the
incoming unicast flows to the correspondent multicast
trees. After that, the signalling protocol is triggered to
request the session connectivity along the downstream
path. When the inter-�domain SEACON agent F receives
the messages, it triggers the inter- �domain Address Allo-
cation Controller mechanism requesting the same con-
nectivity and shaping information as explained before.
Since a SSM is allocated to each session-�flow in the inter-
domain link, SEACON maps all intra-�domain SSM pack-
ets in the incoming interface table to the correspondent
inter- �domain SSM packets, by replacing the source and
destination IP address. This procedure will be performed
by all agents along the downstream path. However, the
access agent J, triggers an external application protocol
to inform R4 about the multicast channels that must be
joined for each session-�flow (e.g. by using SIP). This in-
formation can then be used by the application on R4 to
join the new multicast channels associated to which ses-
sion-�flow, for instance, by using the Internet Group Man-
agement Protocol (IGMPv3, RFC 3376) or Multicast Lis-
tener Discovery (MLDv2, RFC 3810) protocol.
�[0061] One may summarise the SEACON mechanism

according to one embodiment as follows. At first the avail-
able sessions are published to enable subscription. After
subscription the mechanism starts to find the first agent
towards the source (starting from the receiver) where the
session is already activated. Then the next downstream
agent is identified and if not done already, channel iden-
tifiers are requested to be allocated for the session in the
domain by the address allocation interface. The outgoing
interface table is updated and a response message /in
response to the request or subscribe message) is for-
warded downstream from this agent and is then used to
configure the translators along the downstream path.
This may already include the establishing of the connec-
tivity, e.g. by triggering a suitable unicast (or multicast)
protocol (like PIM-�SSM) in the next downstream agent.
For that purpose the response message is at first for-
warded to the next agent in the downstream path, and
the mechanism proceeds to this agent to either configure
the translators or - if already done - to further proceed
forwarding the message in downstream direction. This
is done until the access agent to which the receiver is
connected is reached. In other words, as long as the
downstream connectivity is already established the re-
sponse message (in response to the subscribe message)
is just forwarded downstream. Once the connectivity fur-
ther downstream does not yet exist (which can be
checked by checking the state information which may be
stored in the ingoing and outgoing interface tables of an
agent) the channel identifiers are allocated, the transla-
tors configured and the connectivity is established. More-
over, thereafter the state information is updated (e.g. by
updating the ingoing and outgoing interface tables). Pref-
erably the state information is continuously refreshed in
order to get aware of any changes, e.g. a loss in connec-
tivity which may happen e.g. due to the movement or
failure of an agent.
�[0062] An example of the SEACON mechanism to con-
trol the connectivity and the shape of inter- �domain distri-
bution trees due to the mobility of a host is illustrated in
Figure 3. This example shows that SEACON avoids the
reconstruction of the entire session path caused by the
mobility of a receiver, decreasing the session setup time
and signalling overhead. When the receiver R1 moves
to a new access- �domain, an external protocol is triggered
to request the session connectivity to SEACON agents
(e.g. SIP- �based protocol or a Context Transfers Proto-
col). Therefore, when the agent E is triggered by the re-
quest forwarded upstream as the closest agent where
the session is active (since it has another branch point
to the same session- �flows), it interacts with the Address
Allocation Controller mechanism to request the allocation
of a channel identifier (towards R1) for each session- �flow
to be used in the unicast inter-�domain link (from E to K).
Only two flows of the session are requested in this spe-
cific example, because an external QoS adaptation
mechanism dropped the less priority flow of the session
due to the network congestion. Based on this information
SEACON agent E updates its state, allowing the mapping
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and the replication of the incoming packets associated
to the session- �flows to agent C to be forwarded also to
agent K After that, the signalling protocol is triggered to
signal the next agent in the downstream path towards
the receiver (here agent K).
�[0063] Upon receiving the message, SEACON agent
K updates its incoming interface table with information
about the session identifier and channel identifier asso-
ciated to each session- �flow in the inter-�domain link and
executes its local procedures to control the session con-
nectivity. Therefore, the SEACON mechanism interacts
with the Address Allocation Controller mechanism to re-
quest the allocation of a channel identifier for each ses-
sion-�flow inside the multicast domain D4. Based on this
information SEACON agent K updates its state, allowing
the translation of all inter-�domain unicast packets to the
multicast packets used for the session-�flows inside D4.
When it finishes its job, the signalling protocol is triggered
to signal the downstream SEACON agent L and to supply
it with the session object, including the local SSM allo-
cated to each flow.
�[0064] When the agent L receives the message, it up-
dates its state (it allows the mapping and replication of
packets to unicast-�aware users connected to this agent)
and triggers the application protocol to inform the appli-
cation on the receiver R1 about the local SSM allocated
for each session-�flow. This information can then be used
by the application on R1 to join the new multicast chan-
nels associated to which session-�flow, for instance, by
IGMPv3 or MLDv2 protocol.
�[0065] In the following there will now be explained in
connection with Fig. 4 an embodiment related to a move-
ment of the source from one network agent to another.
In this example the source moves from agent F to agent
G.
�[0066] The newly attached source requests from agent
G the activation of the ongoing session to the agent G
while indicating a list which includes e.g. one or more
agents which have requested the session in each do-
main. This list in this case includes agent A (for domain
D1) and agent E (for domain D2). According to one em-
bodiment their state is queried to check whether the ses-
sion is still ongoing in these agents, although this is not
essential. It may, however, be preferable to select down-
stream agents for which the session is still active. There
is then requested a channel identifier for each session
flow, a downstream agent is selected (preferably and if
possible one where the session is already active), and
the outgoing interface is updated accordingly. Then a
message is sent downstream to towards the access
agent A to request the re-�establishment of the connec-
tivity for the ongoing session flows. Agent E then verifies
that the r3quested session flows are already activated in
the path towards domain D1, updates its state (by updat-
ing the incoming interface table with the new SSM chan-
nels). Then the connectivity is re-�established and the
packet translation is performed. The state on the old path
is then removed by the PIM- �SSM. All access agents par-

ticipating in the session are informed by announce mes-
sages about the changes in the location of one of the
translators of the session (from F to G) so that they can
update their state information accordingly agents
�[0067] The mechanism in case of the movement of the
source therefore is similar to the one in case of the move-
ment of the receiver. Like in the latter one there is
searched the closest network agent where the requested
session is already running, however, the search in this
case does not start at the receiver but at the source and
searches for the agent closest to the source where the
session is already active. For all agents on the way to
the thus found agent the re-�establishment of the session
is requested and carried out, and for the further down-
stream agents (where the session is already active) there
is merely provided information about the change of the
translators in the upstream direction.
�[0068] Similar to the movement of the receiver, if the
request would exit domain D2 through agent H and enter
domain D1 through agent D, nevertheless connectivity
would be re-�established only along the path from G to A
because at first there is searched for the agent where
the session is already active which is in this case then
agent A. Then the connection is re-�established towards
the source only where necessary, which means from A
to E no new connectivity is necessary, and only the path
from E to G needs to be newly established. Therefore
the mechanism is very robust and efficient also in case
of the movement of the source.
�[0069] In the following an embodiment of the invention
will be explained in somewhat more detail in connection
with Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows a flowchart illustrating the op-
eration of a session control mechanism according to an
embodiment of the invention.
�[0070] In operation 500 a global session identifier is
assigned to a session which may comprise multiple flows.
In operation 505 information about the session will be
published to enable the subscription to the session. This
may e.g. be done by forwarding the information from the
network agent receiving the session downstream
through other network agents until it reaches access
agents to which a receiver may subscribe a session.
�[0071] In operation 510 a receiver sends such a sub-
scribe message, typically through its access agent.
�[0072] In operation 515 it is then checked whether this
network agent (acting as access agent) is already receiv-
ing the session. If this is not the case, in operation 520
the subscribe message is forwarded upstream until it
reaches a network agent which already receives the ses-
sion so that query 515 is answered to the affirmative. In
the example shown in Fig. 2A this is e.g. the case for
network agent G.
�[0073] It is then checked in operation 525 whether the
network agent is already the access agent. If this is the
case, the further procedure is relatively simple because
the receiver my directly join the session. The flow pro-
ceeds to operation 530 to request a channel allocation
identifier and to update the outgoing interface table, and
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then in operation 535 the session is joined by the receiver.
�[0074] If the network agent is however not yet the ac-
cess agent (like agent G in Fig. 2) it is verified if the ses-
sion is already active towards the receiver in operation
540. This may e.g. be the case in the example shown in
Fig. 2A where the request comes from receiver R3
through a different path, but agent G (and even agent E)
have already an active session towards that receiver.
This can be checked by checking the domain to which
the receiver is connected (this information is forwarded
together with the subscribe message) and by checking
whether towards this domain a session is already active.
It is readily apparent that the state information about ses-
sions in such a case has to include information about the
target domain of an active session, preferably about all
downstream target domains along the session path, so
that such a check can be performed.
�[0075] If the check is positive, like for agent G in Fig.
2A, the subscribe message is forwarded towards the re-
ceiver, e.g. by forwarding it towards the next downstream
agent. In the example of Fig. 2A this would be agent E.
Again the check in operation 540 is performed which
again is answered to the affirmative. And therefore the
subscribe message is further forwarded downstream in
operation 545 towards network agent C.
�[0076] In this case it is determined in operation 540
that the session is not already active towards the receiver.
This is because the ongoing session runs through a dif-
ferent access agent (agent A), and the subscribe request
was made by a new access agent.
�[0077] Therefore in operation 550 a channel identifier
is then requested for the (new) downstream session flow
(from agent C to agent B) and the outgoing interface table
is updated. In this manner connectivity is enabled from
agent C to agent B.
�[0078] The subscribe message in operation 555 is then
forwarded to the next downstream agent and the ingoing
interface table is updated.
�[0079] It is then checked in operation 560 whether an
access agent has been reached. If no,� the flow proceeds
again to operation 550 to further prepare for the estab-
lishing of a new downstream session branch, until an
access agent is reached.
�[0080] If an access agent is then ultimately reached,
the flow proceeds further to operation 530 to request al-
location of the channel identifier and to finally join the
session by the receiver through the access agent.
�[0081] As can be seen from the description of the fore-
going embodiments, session aware connectivity control
is done ent-�to-�end at the edges of heterogeneous net-
works, more precisely, at network agents which are lo-
cated at the edges of heterogeneous networks of their
domains. A domain has one or more network agents lo-
cated at its edges, typically at least two, and one network
agent acts as an ingress agent and the other one as an
outgoing agent. The agents themselves are responsible
for performing the session aware connectivity control and
the building of the session tree through suitable signalling

along the end-�to-�end path. There is provided a distribu-
tion tree shaping mechanism which searches for the clos-
est agent where the requested session is already ongo-
ing and which establishes only the least number of nec-
essary new links. This makes the overall system robust
and efficient.
�[0082] It will be understood by the skilled person that
the embodiments described hereinbefore may be imple-
mented by hardware, by software, or by a combination
of software and hardware. The modules and functions
described in connection with embodiments of the inven-
tion may be as a whole or in part implemented by micro-
processors or computers which are suitably programmed
such as to act in accordance with the methods explained
in connection with embodiments of the invention. An ap-
paratus implementing an embodiment of the invention
may e.g. comprise a node or element in a network which
is suitably programmed such that it is able to carry out a
session-�aware connectivity control as described in the
embodiments of the invention.
�[0083] According to an embodiment of the invention
there is provided a computer program, either stored in a
data carrier or in some other way embodied by some
physical means such as a recording medium or a trans-
mission link which when being executed on a computer
enables the computer to operate in accordance with the
embodiments of the invention described hereinbefore.
�[0084] Embodiments of the invention may be imple-
mented e.g. by nodes in a network or any entities in a
network which are programmed to operate in accordance
with the session-�aware connectivity control mechanisms
as described before.

Claims

1. A method for end- �to- �end session- �aware connectivity
control in heterogeneous networks being performed
by network agents located at the edges of domains
of heterogeneous networks, said method compris-
ing: �

assigning a unique global session identifier
along the end-�to-�end path to each multi-�user
session;
publishing by said sender of unicast or multicast
sessions information about the available ses-
sions including the global session identifier and
information about the session-�flows and the
source address to a network agent to which it is
connected or to which it is moving to in order to
enable subscription to said sessions by a receiv-
er;
whereas further network agents are provided
along the session path, whereas said network
agents comprise: �

an address allocation controller interface for
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enabling the request of the allocation of a
local channel identifier to which a multi- �user
session flow is associated inside or be-
tween domains;
said method further comprising: �

maintaining state about the multi- �user
sessions whereas said state includes
per-�session and per- �flow state about
the current sessions in a domain or be-
tween domains to which a network
agent is associated; whereas
said network agents are distributed
along said session path, and said meth-
od comprises:�

receiving by an ingress network
agent one or more sessions from
said source and publishing infor-
mation about said sessions from
said source and forwarding it
downstream along further network
agents towards receivers;
sending from a receiver via an ap-
plication protocol a subscribe mes-
sage through an access agent to-
wards said source indicating that
the receiver wishes to subscribe
the session and forwarding said
message upstream towards said
source along the network agents
located in the session path;
in each network agent where said
request is received, verifying by
querying said state information if
the requested session is already
received by said network agent,
and if not, forwarding said sub-
scribe message further upstream;
if the session is found to be re-
ceived by an network agent, stop
forwarding upstream said sub-
scribe message and verifying if the
session is already active towards
the receiver;
if said verification is positive, for-
warding said subscribe message
downstream towards a network
agent of a domain to which said ac-
cess agent belongs;
if said verification is negative, per-
forming the following steps:�

a) requesting from the address
allocation controller interface
the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream
session flow and updating the

outgoing interface table of said
network agent with said chan-
nel identifier and the address
of the next network agent to-
wards the receiver;
b) in the next network agent
downstream towards the re-
ceiver, updating the incoming
interface table with informa-
tion about the session identifi-
er and channel identifier, re-
questing the allocation of a
channel identifier for the
downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing inter-
face table said network agent
with said channel identifier
and the address of the next
network agent towards the re-
ceiver;

verifying whether the access agent has
been reached, and if this is not the case,
repeating said steps a) and b) above
until said access agent is reached,
if said access agent is reached, re-
questing from the address allocation
controller interface the allocation of a
channel identifier for the downstream
session flow and updating the outgoing
interface table of said network agent
with said channel identifier and joining
said session by said receiver through
said access agent.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:�

forwarding a subscribe message or a request
message to establish a session along the net-
work agents;
querying the state associated to the session and
flows in each agent where the message is re-
ceived, and
when a network agent detects from said query-
ing that the connectivity of the requested multi-
user session flows is already activated towards
the upstream and/or downstream session path,
trying to construct or reconstruct the connectivity
in the path between itself and the next upstream
and/or downstream agent towards the destina-
tion rather than end-�to- �end, whereas
said subscribe message is a message sent by
a receiver to newly join a session and the request
message is a message sent by a source which
has moved to a new access agent.

3. The method of one of the preceding claims, further
comprising: �
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if more than one network agent in an unicast
aware domain or inter-�domain link requires the
same session flow, said method comprises: �

translating the packets and replicating them
to these network agents.

4. The method of one of the preceding claims, wherein
said maintained state information includes informa-
tion about the domain identifier of the receiver where
the session flow was requested and the address of
the downstream agent associated with the session
towards the domain of the receiver, and said method
further comprising:�

if a request for a session flow is received by a
network agent, verifying based on a query of its
state whether the session flow is already present
in the domain of the requester;
if the connectivity exists already, forwarding the
message to the next downstream agent until it
reaches an ingress agent of the domain of the
requester, and
if the subscribe request is from a new access
agent or receiver, requesting the allocation of a
channel identifier towards said new network
agent or receiver and updating an outgoing in-
terface table with information about the new net-
work agent or receiver.

5. The method of one of the preceding claims, wherein
said network agent further comprises: �

a connectivity control module which supports
modules for multicast to unicast, multicast to
multicast and unicast to unicast translation of
packets; and said method further comprising: �

appropriately translating and if necessary
replicating the packets by said modules in
order to enable connectivity between differ-
ent multicast schemes, � connectivity be-
tween multicast and unicast, and connec-
tivity between one unicast source and mul-
tiple unicast receivers.

6. The method of one of the preceding claims, wherein
if a further receiver sends a subscribe message for
already active sessions through the same access
agent, said access agent updates its outgoing inter-
face table by including the port and destination IP of
said further receiver and duplicates the incoming
packets from said already active session to forward
them to said further receiver.

7. The method of one of the preceding claims, wherein
the path of a session passes along multiple domains,
and

said network agents are located at the edges of said
domains.

8. The method according to one of claims 1 to 7, where-
in said network agents comprise:�

an interface to an session/�application protocol
which uses this interface to request the connec-
tivity control of multi-�user sessions by request-
ing one of the creation, replication, deletion,
modification or refreshment of the multi-�user
session connectivity; and said method compris-
ing:�

requesting connectivity to be established
once the channel identifier for a session has
been established.

9. An apparatus for end-�to-�end session-�aware connec-
tivity control in heterogeneous networks to be per-
formed by network agents located at the edges of
domains of heterogeneous networks, said apparatus
comprising: �

a module for assigning a unique global session
identifier along the end- �to-�end path to each mul-
ti- �user session;
a module for publishing by said sender of unicast
or multicast sessions information about the
available sessions including the global session
identifier and information about the session-
flows and the source address to a network agent
to which it is connected or to which it is moving
to in order to enable subscription to said ses-
sions by a receiver;
whereas further network agents are provided
along the session path, whereas said network
agents comprise: �

an address allocation controller interface for
enabling the request of the allocation of a
local channel identifier to which a multi- �user
session flow is associated inside or be-
tween domains;
said apparatus further comprising: �

a module for maintaining state about
the multi-�user sessions whereas said
state includes per-�session and per- �flow
state about the current sessions in a
domain or between domains to which
a network agent is associated; whereas
said network agents are distributed
along said session path, and said ap-
paratus comprises: �

a module for receiving by an in-
gress network agent one or more
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sessions from said source and
publishing information about said
sessions from said source and for-
warding it downstream along fur-
ther network agents towards re-
ceivers;
a module for sending from a receiv-
er via an application protocol a sub-
scribe message through an access
agent towards said source indicat-
ing that the receiver wishes to sub-
scribe the session and forwarding
said message upstream towards
said source along the network
agents located in the session path;
a module for in each network agent
where said request is received,
verifying by querying said state in-
formation if the requested session
is already received by said network
agent, and if not, forwarding said
subscribe message further up-
stream;
a module for if the session is found
to be received by an network
agent, stop forwarding upstream
said subscribe message and veri-
fying if the session is already active
towards the receiver;
a module for if said verification is
positive, forwarding said subscribe
message downstream towards a
network agent of a domain to which
said access agent belongs;
a module for if said verification is
negative, performing the following
steps:�

a) requesting from the address
allocation controller interface
the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream
session flow and updating the
outgoing interface table of said
network agent with said chan-
nel identifier and the address
of the next network agent to-
wards the receiver;
b) in the next network agent
downstream towards the re-
ceiver, updating the incoming
interface table with informa-
tion about the session identifi-
er and channel identifier, re-
questing the allocation of a
channel identifier for the
downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing inter-

face table said network agent
with said channel identifier
and the address of the next
network agent towards the re-
ceiver;

a module for verifying whether the ac-
cess agent has been reached, and if
this is not the case, repeating said steps
a) and b) above until said access agent
is reached,
a module for if said access agent is
reached, requesting from the address
allocation controller interface the allo-
cation of a channel identifier for the
downstream session flow and updating
the outgoing interface table of said net-
work agent with said channel identifier
and joining said session by said receiv-
er through said access agent.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein said apparatus
comprises: �

a module for forwarding a subscribe message
or a request message to establish a session
along the network agents;
a module for querying the state associated to
the session and flows in each agent where the
message is received, and for
when a network agent detects from said query-
ing that the connectivity of the requested multi-
user session flows is already activated towards
the upstream and/or downstream session path,
trying to construct or reconstruct the connectivity
in the path between itself and the next upstream
and/or downstream agent towards the destina-
tion rather than end-�to- �end, whereas
said subscribe message is a message sent by
a receiver to newly join a session and the request
message is a message sent by a source which
has moved to a new access agent.

11. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 10, further com-
prising:�

if more than one network agent in an unicast
aware domain or inter-�domain link requires the
same session flow, said method comprises: �

translating the packets and replicating them
to these network agents.

12. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 11, wherein
said maintained state information includes informa-
tion about the domain identifier of the receiver where
the session flow was requested and the address of
the downstream agent associated with the session
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towards the domain of the receiver, and said method
further comprising:�

if a request for a session flow is received by a
network agent, verifying based on a query of its
state whether the session flow is already present
in the domain of the requester;
if the connectivity exists already, forwarding the
message to the next downstream agent until it
reaches an ingress agent of the domain of the
requester, and
if the subscribe request is from a new access
agent or receiver, requesting the allocation of a
channel identifier towards said new network
agent or receiver and updating an outgoing in-
terface table with information about the new net-
work agent or receiver.

13. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 12, wherein said
network agent further comprises:�

a connectivity control module which supports
modules for multicast to unicast, multicast to
multicast and unicast to unicast translation of
packets; and said method further comprising: �

appropriately translating and if necessary
replicating the packets by said modules in
order to enable connectivity between differ-
ent multicast schemes, connectivity be-
tween multicast and unicast, and connec-
tivity between one unicast source and mul-
tiple unicast receivers.

14. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 13, wherein
if a further receiver sends a subscribe message for
already active sessions through the same access
agent, said access agent updates its outgoing inter-
face table by including the port and destination IP of
said further receiver and duplicates the incoming
packets from said already active session to forward
them to said further receiver.

15. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 14, wherein
the path of a session passes along multiple domains,
and
said network agents are located at the edges of said
domains.

16. A computer program comprising computer program
code which when being executed enables a compu-
ter to carry out a method according to one of claims
1 to 8.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137 �(2)
EPC.

1. A method for end- �to-�end session- �aware connec-
tivity control in heterogeneous networks being per-
formed by network agents located at the edges of
domains of heterogeneous networks, said method
comprising: �

assigning a unique global session identifier
along the end-�to-�end path to each multi-�user
session;
publishing by said sender of unicast or multicast
sessions information about the available ses-
sions including the global session identifier and
information about the session-�flows and the
source address to a network agent to which it is
connected or to which it is moving to in order to
enable subscription to said sessions by a receiv-
er;
whereas further network agents are provided
along the session path, characterized in that
said network agents comprise:�

an address allocation controller interface for
enabling the request of the allocation of a
local channel identifier to which a multi- �user
session flow is associated inside or be-
tween domains;
said method further comprising: �

maintaining state about the multi- �user
sessions whereas said state includes
per-�session and per- �flow state about
the current sessions in a domain or be-
tween domains to which a network
agent is associated; whereas
said network agents are distributed
along said session path, and said meth-
od comprises:�

receiving by an ingress network
agent one or more sessions from
said source and publishing infor-
mation about said sessions from
said source and forwarding it
downstream along further network
agents towards receivers;
sending from a receiver via an ap-
plication protocol a subscribe mes-
sage through an access agent to-
wards said source indicating that
the receiver wishes to subscribe
the session and forwarding said
message upstream towards said
source along the network agents
located in the session path;
in each network agent where said
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request is received, verifying by
querying said state information if
the requested session is already
received by said network agent,
and if not, forwarding said sub-
scribe message further upstream;
if the session is found to be re-
ceived by an network agent, stop
forwarding upstream said sub-
scribe message and verifying if the
session is already active towards
the receiver;
if said verification is positive, for-
warding said subscribe message
downstream towards a network
agent of a domain to which said ac-
cess agent belongs;
if said verification is negative, per-
forming the following steps:�

a) requesting from the address
allocation controller interface
the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream
session flow and updating the
outgoing interface table of said
network agent with said chan-
nel identifier and the address
of the next network agent to-
wards the receiver;
b) in the next network agent
downstream towards the re-
ceiver, updating the incoming
interface table with informa-
tion about the session identifi-
er and channel identifier, re-
questing the allocation of a
channel identifier for the
downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing inter-
face table said network agent
with said channel identifier
and the address of the next
network agent towards the re-
ceiver;

verifying whether the access agent
has been reached, and if this is not
the case, repeating said steps a)
and b) above until said access
agent is reached,
if said access agent is reached, re-
questing from the address alloca-
tion controller interface the alloca-
tion of a channel identifier for the
downstream session flow and up-
dating the outgoing interface table
of said network agent with said

channel identifier and joining said
session by said receiver through
said access agent.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:�

forwarding a subscribe message or a request
message to establish a session along the net-
work agents;
querying the state associated to the session and
flows in each agent where the message is re-
ceived, and
when a network agent detects from said query-
ing that the connectivity of the requested multi-
user session flows is already activated towards
the upstream and/or downstream session path,
trying to construct or reconstruct the connectivity
in the path between itself and the next upstream
and/or downstream agent towards the destina-
tion rather than end-�to- �end, whereas
said subscribe message is a message sent by
a receiver to newly join a session and the request
message is a message sent by a source which
has moved to a new access agent.

3. The method of one of the preceding claims, further
comprising: �

if more than one network agent in an unicast
aware domain or inter-�domain link requires the
same session flow, said method comprises: �

translating the packets and replicating them
to these network agents.

4. The method of one of the preceding claims, where-
in
said maintained state information includes informa-
tion about the domain identifier of the receiver where
the session flow was requested and the address of
the downstream agent associated with the session
towards the domain of the receiver, and said method
further comprising:�

if a request for a session flow is received by a
network agent, verifying based on a query of its
state whether the session flow is already present
in the domain of the requester;
if the connectivity exists already, forwarding the
message to the next downstream agent until it
reaches an ingress agent of the domain of the
requester, and
if the subscribe request is from a new access
agent or receiver, requesting the allocation of a
channel identifier towards said new network
agent or receiver and updating an outgoing in-
terface table with information about the new net-
work agent or receiver.
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5. The method of one of the preceding claims, where-
in said network agent further comprises: �

a connectivity control module which supports
modules for multicast to unicast, multicast to
multicast and unicast to unicast translation of
packets; and said method further comprising: �

appropriately translating and if necessary
replicating the packets by said modules in
order to enable connectivity between differ-
ent multicast schemes, connectivity be-
tween multicast and unicast, and connec-
tivity between one unicast source and mul-
tiple unicast receivers.

6. The method of one of the preceding claims, where-
in
if a further receiver sends a subscribe message for
already active sessions through the same access
agent, said access agent updates its outgoing inter-
face table by including the port and destination IP of
said further receiver and duplicates the incoming
packets from said already active session to forward
them to said further receiver.

7. The method of one of the preceding claims, where-
in
the path of a session passes along multiple domains,
and
said network agents are located at the edges of said
domains.

8. The method according to one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein said network agents comprise:�

an interface to an session/�application protocol
which uses this interface to request the connec-
tivity control of multi-�user sessions by request-
ing one of the creation, replication, deletion,
modification or refreshment of the multi-�user
session connectivity; and said method compris-
ing:�

requesting connectivity to be established
once the channel identifier for a session has
been established.

9. An apparatus for end-�to-�end session- �aware con-
nectivity control in heterogeneous networks to be
performed by network agents located at the edges
of domains of heterogeneous networks, said appa-
ratus comprising:�

a module for assigning a unique global session
identifier along the end- �to-�end path to each mul-
ti- �user session;
a module for publishing by said sender of unicast

or multicast sessions information about the
available sessions including the global session
identifier and information about the session-
flows and the source address to a network agent
to which it is connected or to which it is moving
to in order to enable subscription to said ses-
sions by a receiver;
whereas further network agents are provided
along the session path, characterized in that
said network agents comprise:�

an address allocation controller interface for
enabling the request of the allocation of a
local channel identifier to which a multi- �user
session flow is associated inside or be-
tween domains;
said apparatus further comprising: �

a module for maintaining state about
the multi-�user sessions whereas said
state includes per-�session and per- �flow
state about the current sessions in a
domain or between domains to which
a network agent is associated; whereas
said network agents are distributed
along said session path, and said ap-
paratus comprises: �

a module for receiving by an in-
gress network agent one or more
sessions from said source and
publishing information about said
sessions from said source and for-
warding it downstream along fur-
ther network agents towards re-
ceivers;
a module for sending from a receiv-
er via an application protocol a sub-
scribe message through an access
agent towards said source indicat-
ing that the receiver wishes to sub-
scribe the session and forwarding
said message upstream towards
said source along the network
agents located in the session path;
a module for in each network agent
where said request is received,
verifying by querying said state in-
formation if the requested session
is already received by said network
agent, and if not, forwarding said
subscribe message further up-
stream;
a module for if the session is found
to be received by an network
agent, stop forwarding upstream
said subscribe message and veri-
fying if the session is already active
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towards the receiver;
a module for if said verification is
positive, forwarding said subscribe
message downstream towards a
network agent of a domain to which
said access agent belongs;
a module for if said verification is
negative, performing the following
steps:�

a) requesting from the address
allocation controller interface
the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream
session flow and updating the
outgoing interface table of said
network agent with said chan-
nel identifier and the address
of the next network agent to-
wards the receiver;
b) in the next network agent
downstream towards the re-
ceiver, updating the incoming
interface table with informa-
tion about the session identifi-
er and channel identifier, re-
questing the allocation of a
channel identifier for the
downstream session flow and
updating the outgoing inter-
face table said network agent
with said channel identifier
and the address of the next
network agent towards the re-
ceiver;

a module for verifying whether the
access agent has been reached,
and if this is not the case, repeating
said steps a) and b) above until
said access agent is reached,
a module for if said access agent
is reached, requesting from the ad-
dress allocation controller inter-
face the allocation of a channel
identifier for the downstream ses-
sion flow and updating the outgo-
ing interface table of said network
agent with said channel identifier
and joining said session by said re-
ceiver through said access agent.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein said apparatus
comprises: �

a module for forwarding a subscribe message
or a request message to establish a session
along the network agents;

a module for querying the state associated to
the session and flows in each agent where the
message is received, and for
when a network agent detects from said query-
ing that the connectivity of the requested multi-
user session flows is already activated towards
the upstream and/or downstream session path,
trying to construct or reconstruct the connectivity
in the path between itself and the next upstream
and/or downstream agent towards the destina-
tion rather than end-�to- �end, whereas
said subscribe message is a message sent by
a receiver to newly join a session and the request
message is a message sent by a source which
has moved to a new access agent.

11. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 10, further
comprising: �

if more than one network agent in an unicast
aware domain or inter-�domain link requires the
same session flow, said method comprises: �

translating the packets and replicating them
to these network agents.

12. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 11, wherein
said maintained state information includes informa-
tion about the domain identifier of the receiver where
the session flow was requested and the address of
the downstream agent associated with the session
towards the domain of the receiver, and said method
further comprising:�

if a request for a session flow is received by a
network agent, verifying based on a query of its
state whether the session flow is already present
in the domain of the requester;
if the connectivity exists already, forwarding the
message to the next downstream agent until it
reaches an ingress agent of the domain of the
requester, and
if the subscribe request is from a new access
agent or receiver, requesting the allocation of a
channel identifier towards said new network
agent or receiver and updating an outgoing in-
terface table with information about the new net-
work agent or receiver.

13. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 12, wherein
said network agent further comprises: �

a connectivity control module which supports
modules for multicast to unicast, multicast to
multicast and unicast to unicast translation of
packets; and said method further comprising: �

appropriately translating and if necessary
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replicating the packets by said modules in
order to enable connectivity between differ-
ent multicast schemes, connectivity be-
tween multicast and unicast, and connec-
tivity between one unicast source and mul-
tiple unicast receivers.

14. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 13, wherein
if a further receiver sends a subscribe message for
already active sessions through the same access
agent, said access agent updates its outgoing inter-
face table by including the port and destination IP of
said further receiver and duplicates the incoming
packets from said already active session to forward
them to said further receiver.

15. The apparatus of one of claims 9 to 14, wherein
the path of a session passes along multiple domains,
and
said network agents are located at the edges of said
domains.

16. A computer program comprising computer pro-
gram code which when being executed enables a
computer to carry out a method according to one of
claims 1 to 8.
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